
I Know “That Child”

You Know This Child, Too
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The Color”ful” CHILD

1. Blue = +Trust, Peace   and  - Inflexible/Resistant to Change

2. Red = + Energy, Passion  and  - Anger/Defiant

3. Green =  + Balance, Growth  and  -Possessive/Jealous

4. Brown =  + Friendly, Down-to-Earth - Stingy/Not Sharing

5. Purple =  +Imaginative, Creative  and   - Immature
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“That Child” Is A BUTTERFLY 
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Let’s Dive Right In...
Scenario #1:  “I Don’t Have A Pencil”

***In this scenario “That Child #1” reports to your class 
without a pencil almost everyday. Parents have been 
contacted and they have provided pencils. However, this 
child continues to be Pencil-less :)

***What would you do? ** Brainstorm for solutions to this 
age-old problem and identify “That Child”, according to 
“COLOR” (blue, green, brown, red, purple).     
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Now What???
*Scenario #2: (Small Group Work)- “I Can Do It Alone”.

***“That Child #2” is a member of a small group of 4.  There 
are enough jobs/tasks for everyone to be actively engaged.  
Instead Student 2 assumes the role of all and tells others 
to “wait” when they try to work.

***Which of the color characteristics is “That Child #2” 
displaying?  What course-of-action would you take to resolve 
this issue?
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One Last Scenario ...
Scenario #3 - “You Can’t Tell Me What To Do”?

***”That Child #3” enters your classroom room and does not 
sit in his/her assigned seat.  You direct ”That Child #3” to 
move to the assigned seat and then he/she loudly refuses.  

***Which color matches this child’s mood?  Would you send 
this child to the office right away?  Why or why not???
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Eggs, Eggs, Eggs!!! 
*B.E. is small, soft covering, 
attached to a leaf.

**
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*C.E. is small, soft covering, 
attached to mother.



Life, Growth & Knowledge...Let the Races Begin!

Caterpillar
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Newborn



Metamorphosis
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The Butterfly / The Child

Every Child is a 

Butterfly...
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http://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ocWgSgMGxOc


“That Child” Is A BUTTERFLY 
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